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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe an algorithm to generate textual
summaries of discussion groups. Our system combines sentences
extracted from individual postings into variable-length summaries
by utilizing the hierarchical discourse context provided by
discussion threads. We have incorporated this algorithm into a
Web-based application called IDS (Interactive Discussion
Summarizer).

2. PROBLEM
We are investigating how to adapt sentence extraction techniques
[4][6] to the problem of generating summaries of discussion
groups to support multiple content characterization tasks.
Discussion groups present two important challenges for an
extraction-based summarization system. First, postings are too
short and numerous to only offer document summaries of each
one: summaries must span multiple documents. Second, multiple
authors generate postings, significantly reducing coherence across
extracted sentences.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis
and Indexing - abstracting methods, linguistic processing.

Fortunately, discussion groups also offer features that can be
exploited to improve text summaries. Postings often uniquely
identify the author (e.g., using a directory or e-mail address).
Second, postings are often explicitly linked to form discussion
“threads” (see Figure 1).
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1. INTRODUCTION
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The explosion of available textual information on the Internet has
fueled the demand for automatic methods of text summarization.
Existing approaches have primarily focused on summarizing
documents such as news articles or technical papers. In this paper,
we examine how to generate summaries of discussion groups.
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Discussion groups are used widely to enhance remote
asynchronous communication and collaboration. Perhaps the best
known discussion groups are Usenet newsgroups [12], but many
Groupware products (Lotus Notes), help desk software, and
distance learning systems (Lotus LearningSpace, Blackboard)
contain some form of asynchronous threaded messaging.
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Figure 1: Discussion Threads
In this diagram, there are two discussion threads. Pl and P5 are
main topics. The postings within a thread (the responses) are
linked to the main topic through a set of transitive response
relationships.

The literature suggests that summaries are a powerful tool for
enhancing learning while reading [ l][ lo]. Summaries organize
material to be learned into categories that serve as schema to be
tilled in as reading progresses [3]. Summaries of discussion group
postings can help participants get an overview of the content in a
discussion, “catch up” on what has happened since they last
participated, evaluate others’ contributions, identify expertise, or
capture the different perspectives on a topic.

This paper explains how we can exploit the explicit discourse
structure provided by discussion threads to generate improved text
summaries. First we motivate our analysis, and then we describe a
pilot experiment comparing human and machine summaries in
this domain. Finally we describe our algorithm and implemented
system.
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3. MOTIVATION
The utility of discourse information for constructing summaries is
well established. Studies of human summarization suggest that
people construct a hierarchical discourse organization that
organizes retrieval cues into memory and infer missing
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information through reconstruction [2] [13]. Studies of
professional abstracters
indicate that they take a top-down
strategy, exploiting discourse structure [S].

the sentence’s position in the document structure (proximity to the
beginning or end of the posting). The item salience is given by
the following inverse document frequency measure:

Several researchers have attempted to create summaries by
parsing the text to find discourse relations and then selecting
sentences for extraction based upon the inferred rhetorical
structure [7] [X] [9]. However, relatively little work as been done
to leverage discourse relationships when summarizing text
generated by different authors, such as those found in e-mail
exchanges, chat rootns, and discussion groups.

Salience(ferm)

= log, N~freq(term)c(term)~

The next step operates over each of topics, combining the M
posting-level summary sentences for each ofP postings into a new
topic-level synthesized document with P paragraphs of at most M
sentences each, in date order. This process will generate at must
M*P summary sentences for each thread (some postings may
contain less than M sentences). Again, salience is computed for
each term and proximity is used to prefer the summary sentences
of initial and final postings in a thread. This results in at most M
sentences for each topic.

4. PILOT EXPERIMENT
To investigate discussion summarization, we had three IBM
consultants read and summarize postings from a discussion
database used by their colleagues. We asked them to think aloud
while producing a six sentence free-form sumnwy of each of hvo
discussion threads. We then compared their summaries to those
generated by Tarracr [3], a robust sentence-based summarizer
that uses shallow linguistic processing and corpus statistics.
Textract is the basis for the IBM Intelligent Miner for Text
product. To create the Textract document summaries of each
thread, we combined the text from the postings in the thread,
including the main topic posting, in order of creation date, and
generated a fixed-size summary (six sentences).

AAer sentence extraction, a conrexr rule is applied to each of the
M sentences to check that at least Q sentences are included from
its main topic. If none are included, the most salient main topic
sentence is added, resulting in at most Q??M sentences. In
practice, we set Q =I, but it we are experimenting with ways of
determining Q automatically.
The same algorithm can be applied recursively up the discussion
hierarchy, though position information is ignored at the Overview
and Category levels. The result is a summary of the conversation
that captures the salient exchanges while preserving context.

We found that while human summarizers extracted sentences and
phrases from the discussion group postings, their choices were
significantly different than the Textract algorithm, even after
considerable tuning. Human summarizers found the sentence or
sentences describing the key issue (e.g., problem, question) and
then provided summaries of the responses relative to that issue.
Temporal descriptions were also otten relative (e.g., “The next
day,“) and repeated information was skipped. Most importantly,
our human summarizers seemed to be using the structural
discourse relationships between postings to guide their choice of
summary sentences.

6. SYSTEM
We have incorporated hierarchical discussion summarization into
a Web-based application called IDS (Interactive Discussion
Summarizer). IDS provides the ability to query discussion
databases by selecting document authors, topics, or categories.
Optionally, the user may select a date range and desired sutnnwy
document length (# of sentences). The resulting hierarchical
summary is rendered as interactive web document using a style
sheet (see Figure 3).

5. ALGORITHM
We have developed an algorithm we call hierarchical discussion
that performs sentence extraction and
summarization recursively at multiple levels of a discussion
hierarchy (see Figure 2).

summorizntion

Figure 3: Topic discourse summary
The initial view lists the authors, topics, or categories that
matched the user’s query with associated descriptive plus a
concise discourse summary of each. In Figure 3, the user selected
a single topic (“Should animals be cloned”) and the resulting
summary consists of a single sentence from the main topic posting
(“What are the legal and moral problems...?“), a three sentence
summary of a posting from Mary (“Species that cannot...“) and a

Figure 2: A Discussion Hierarchy
Our algorithm first selects the M most salient sentences from each
posting. The salience of a sentence is computed from the salience
of vocabulary items (single-token words, multi-word names,
abbreviations, and multi-word terms excluding stop words) and
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single sentence summary from Chris (“I think animals . ..‘I). There
is no attempt to give equal treatment to all contributions, but any
topic may be expanded to uncover a listing of all the responses
along with a short, equivalent-length summary of each.
Summaries of postings can be further expanded into full
documents with summary sentences highlighted.
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